Copyright Licensing Agreement

This agreement is made between
 ______________________ (“Owner”), and 
Helsingin yliopisto, [institution and address] (“Organization”).

WHEREAS
The Organization is engaged in [describe activities that are relevant to the desire to license Owner's copyrighted material], and wishes to use the Owner’s copyright protected material for the purposes of the [name of the institution] /  [ Or Helsingin yliopisto if you wish to gain rights to use the material in other parts of the university as well]
The Owner owns the copyright to certain materials described in Attachment A (the “Material”) and is willing to allow Organization to copy and utilize such materials under the terms herein set forth.
NOW THEREFORE, the Owner and the Organization agree as follows:

1. This Agreement shall be effective as of [date].
2. The Owner assures that copyright to the Material belongs to him/her/it and that the Owner has every right to dispose of the Material in accordance with this agreement and transfer rights to the Organisation and authorise the use of the Material according to this agreement. The Owner assures that the Material does not contain material whose use infringes any third party’s copyright or other rights. In case someone claims compensation from the Organisation for violating such third party’s rights the Owner is liable to pay such compensation.
The Owner hereby grants the Organization a right to use the Material and to incorporate the Material into any other works in any way the Organization considers best for its purposes. User rights include but are not restricted to e.g. right to modify, right to reproduce the Material and right to communicate the Material to public. / [Or define the purpose for which the Material may be used and how it may be used].
3. Every right and title in the Material, including without limitation, any copyright, shall remain with the Owner. The Organization’s right to use the Material shall not, in any way, restrict the Owner’s right to use the Material for whatever purpose he/she/it considers appropriate.
When using the material the Organization is obliged to take care that the Owner’s name is mentioned or the Owners is otherwise referred to in accordance with good custom [or define in more detail how]. / [Or if the intention is that the Owner is not mentioned when the Material is used It is agreed that the name of the Owner needs not to be mentioned nor the Owner referred to in any way when the Material is used. The Organisation, however, has right to mention the name of the Owner or refer to the Owner if it so wishes.]
4. The Owner is entitle to receive [     ] euros compensation. The Owner is not entitled to receive any other compensation according to this agreement. The compensation is paid to the Owner [define when if compensation is paid].
5. The license is perpetual / [or define time]. The license is non-exclusive.
6. The Organization is not allowed to transfer rights under this agreement further to any third party. / [Or if there is a need to use the Material for example in co-operation with other entities or otherwise need to transfer the user rights to others this right has to be given here The Organisation has right to transfer rights under this agreement further to any third party.] / [Or particular third parties in which case these parties must be defined here]
7. This agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of Finland.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this agreement is executed in two counterparts.

Owner
____________________
[Name] 

Date:____________________


Helsingin yliopisto
____________________				____________________


Date:____________________

